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Abstract  

The features of aircraft design determine 
the higher risk of a ircraft design. Development 
risk is an important index in the program  
management and scheme evaluation and 
optimal selection of aircraft design as well as 
aircraft top-level design. In this paper, the basic 
theory on the analysis and evaluation of  
development risk for  a ircraft is investiga ted. 
Firstly, the flowchart of  analysis and evaluation 
process on development risk is pres ented. Then, 
combining with the development project of next 
generation advanced combat aircraft in China, 
risk analysis and evaluation for the development 
of next generation advanced combat aircraft is 
investigated. The flo wchart of the ris k 
evaluation for the aircraft’s development is  
proposed. The multi-hierarchy index system for  
development risk of next generation  advanced  
combat aircraft is presented. Risk rankings are 
divided according to the risk matrix.  By 
applying Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and 
comprehensive fuzzy eva luation method into the 
field of ris k evalua tion, a method of risk 
evaluation for aircraft development is proposed. 
Illustrated with  next generation advanced 
combat aircraft, the  process of risk evaluation 
for the d evelopment of next generatio n 
advanced combat aircraft is detailed described. 
The engineering applications for the analysis 
theory of risk studied  in the  dev elopment o f 
aircraft product are also described. 

1  Introduction 

The development of new higher technology 
equipments as Nex t-generation advanced  
combat aircraft, Launch  vehicle, Sp acecraft etc 
is a large-s cale, com plex system  engineering  
project. Th e features and characteris tics of 
aircraft design determ ine the higher risk of 
aircraft design. Developm ent risk is an 
important index in the project m anagement and 
scheme evaluation and optim al selection of  
aircraft design as well as aircraft top-leve l 
design. Firstly, the basic theory on the analysis 
and evaluation of developm ent risk for aircraf t 
is investigated and the flowchart of analysis and  
evaluation process on development risk is  
presented in this paper. Then, combining with 
the developm ent project of next generation 
advanced com bat aircraft, risk  analysis  and  
evaluation for the developm ent of next 
generation advanced combat aircraft is  
investigated. The flowchart of  the risk  
evaluation for the aircraft’s developm ent is 
proposed. The m ulti-hierarchy index system for 
development risk of ne xt generation advanced 
combat aircraft is presented. Risk rankings are 
divided according to the risk  m atrix. By 
applying Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and 
comprehensive fuzzy evaluation method into the 
field of risk evaluation, a m ethod of risk 
evaluation for aircraft developm ent is proposed.  
Illustrated with next generation advanced 
combat aircraft, the process of developm ent 
risk’s evalu ation for the com bat aircraft is  
detailed described. The engineering applications 
for the theory of risk evaluation studied in the 
development of aircra ft product are also 
described. 
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2  Basic theory of Risk Evaluation 

2.1 Type of Development Risk 

According to the consequence introduced by 
the risk ev ent to the development project of 
aircraft, the developm ent risk of risk is divided  
into three kinds of type: perform ance risk, cos t 
risk, schedule risk. Acco rding to the source of 
development risk for aircraft, the developm ent 
risk of aircraft is divided into six kinds of type: 

technology risk, cost risk, schedule risk, talented 
man risk, supported risk, external risk. 
Technology risk, cost risk and schedule risk are 
primary risks. 

2.2 Evaluation Process of Development Risk 

The flowchart of an alysis and  evaluation  
process on developm ent ri sk is illustra ted a s 
figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 The flowchart of analysis and evaluation process on development risk 

2.3 Content of Risk Analysis and Evaluation 

The prim ary content of the analysis and  
evaluation on developm ent risk of aircraft 
include five parts: risk identification, structuring 
the index system of risk evaluation, the research 
of technology on risk evaluation, 
comprehensive evaluation of risk, developm ent 
risk’s e valuation/decision o f m ulti-
project/scheme. 

3 Evaluation of Development Risk for Next-
Generation Advanced Combat Aircraft 

3.1 Index System of Risk Evaluation for 
Next-Generation Advanced Combat Aircraft 

The evaluation of developm ent risk for 
next-generation advan ced com bat aircraf t 
involves many systems, indexes and m ultiple 
risk facto rs. W hen we evaluate d evelopment 
risk for next-generation advanced com bat 
aircraft, we need firstly  know the characteristics 
and key technology during the process of design 
and m anufacture of next -generation advanced  
combat aircraft. Through analyzing the features 

 
of next-generation adv anced combat aircraft,  
according to the divided types of developm ent 
risk[2,3] and the basic principle of structuring the 
index system of risk evaluation and the theory  
of system engineering, the author use the step-
by-step delam inating method from exterior to  
interior, cur sory to  pa rticularity, u niversal to  
partial, to establish the index system  of 
development risk’s evaluation. According to  
multi-hierarchy step-b y-step s tructure f rom 
objective le vel, sub-o bjective lev el, princ iple 
level, system level to technology level, the 
index system of developm ent risk’s evaluation 
on next-g eneration advanced com bat aircraft is  
divided into five levels, four factors level. 

The m ulti-hierarchy index syste m f or 
development risk of ne xt generation advanced 
combat aircraft is illustrated as  Figure 2.  
Through analyzing the 4S basic perform ance 
required to be possessed by next-generation 
advanced combat aircraft, the author determined 
the key technology fields in system-level which 
include six fields. Ever y field includes m any 
detailed technologies  which are om itted in  th is 
paper. The correlations between principle level 
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and system level as well as system level and technology level is not shown here. 

Figure 2 Multi-hierarchy index system for development risk of next generation advanced combat aircraft 

3.2  Risk Rankings 

Risk rankings are divided with risk m atrix 
method in America which is introduced into risk 
evaluation of aircraft in China. Risk ranking is 
divided into five levels: high, less high, m iddle, 
lower, low[1].  

3.3  Index Weights of Risk Evaluation 

The evaluation of developm ent risk on 
aircraft inv olved m any influence factors. The 
method of AHP is used to determine the weights 
of risk factors and indexes. The detailed process 
on AHP is omitted here. 

3.4  Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation of 
Development Risk for Next-Generation 
Advanced Combat Aircraft 

Considering m any factors has fuzziness 
and uncertain, the m ethod of combining AHP 
with fuzzy com prehensive evaluation is used to 
evaluate the developm ent risk of aircraft in this  
paper. According to the princip le o f AHP and 
fuzzy com prehensive evaluation, the authors 
determine the weights of every risk factor and 
index, con struct the  evalua tion m atrix of  
individual f actor. The an alysis resul t for t he 
technology field of conceptual design and 
engine system in system level is shown as table 
1. 

 
Table 1 Investigation and analysis of risk factors in fifth level 

Evaluation result of risk factor to risk rankings System level 
factor  

Risk factor in technology level 
high L ess high middle lower low 

Technology 1 0.1 0.1 0.15 0.25 0.4 
Technology 2 0.05 0.05 0.15 0.25 0.5 
Technology 3 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.15 0.55 
Technology 4 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.05 0.05 

conceptual 
design field 

Technology 5 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.15 0.05 
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Technology 1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 
Technology 2 0.05 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.6 
Technology 3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 
Technology 4 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.05 0.05 
Technology 5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 

 
Engine 

syetem field 

Technology 6 0 0.1 0.15 0.25 0.5 

 
The individual Evaluation m atrix for 

Conceptual design D 1 and engine system  D 2 is 
respectively are 
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The m odel of Fuzzy com prehensive 
evaluation is 
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The comprehensive evaluation ou tcome for 

all technology factors in all kinds of  technology  
fields or subsystem level is  
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Technology risks for conceptual design 
field belongs to five ra nkings (high, less high, 
middle, lower, low) are respectively 15.75% 、
15%、21%、16.5%、31.75%.  

Through down-to-top step-by-step 
comprehensive evaluation, the developm ent risk 
for the project of next-generation advanced 
combat aircraft (to p-level o bjective) is 
calculated. 

The evaluation outcom es for technology 
risk, cost risk and schedule risk belonged to  
different risk rankings in risk evaluation is 
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The evaluation outcome for development risk 
on the aircraft project is 
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The final result shown that the development 
risk of next-generation advanced co mbat aircraft 
belongs to five risk levels (high, less high, 
middle, lower, low)  are  re spectively 11 %, 
15.2%, 17.2%, 25.8%, 30.8%. According to the 
rule of biggest degree, the risk level of the  
aircraft project belong s to low risk level  when 
comprehensively consid ering technology risk, 
cost risk, and schedule risk. The project is a 
better and feasible project. 

4 Conclusions 

In this pa per, the ba sic theo ry on th e 
analysis and evaluation of  development risk for 
aircraft is  investiga ted firstly and the flowchart 
of analysis process on  develop ment risk is  
presented. Then, risk analysis and evaluation for 
the developm ent of ne xt generation advanced 
combat aircraft is investigated. The flowchart of 
risk evaluation and multi-hierarchy inde x 

system of development risk for the aircraft are 
proposed. Engineering applications for risk 
evaluation theory stu died and the process of  

development risk’s evaluation for next-
generation advanced combat aircraft is 

detailed de scribed by applying Analytic 
Hierarchy Process (A HP) and com prehensive 
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fuzzy evaluation m ethod into the f ield of risk 
evaluation. 
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